How to manage
your online
advert experience

Learning outcomes

Understand
that digital
advertising can
fund free online
content and
services

Learn how to manage
the interest-based
adverts we see using the
AdChoices icon and
YourOnlineChoices
website

Explain how and
why our online data
can be used to show
us interest-based
adverts

Linking your browsing activity to adverts
If you browsed online last
week, what kind of adverts
did you see?

Were there any connections
between these adverts and what
you have searched for online?

If so, why might that be?

Quiz
1

How can free online content generate money? (e.g. videos, search engines, online games, news articles)
a) They don’t make money
b) From advertising
c) People choosing to donate money

2

How many adverts does the average person see per day?
a) 60-100
b) 600-1000
c) 6,000-10,000

3

What type of advertising do companies spend the most money on?
a) Billboards
b) Television
c) Digital advertising (e.g. adverts placed in search engines, websites and apps)

Quiz – answers
1

How can free online content generate money? (e.g. videos, search engines, online games, news articles)
a) They don’t make money
b) From advertising
c) People choosing to donate money

2

How many adverts does the average person see per day?
a) 60-100
b) 600-1000
c) 6,000-10,000

3

What type of advertising do companies spend the most money on?
a) Billboards
b) Television
c) Digital advertising (e.g. adverts placed in search engines, websites and apps)

Quiz
4

Which online platform do online adverts appear mostly?
a) Search engines like Google, Yahoo, Bing
b) Social media like TikTok, Instagram, Snapchat, Facebook
c) Apps like YouTube, Spotify, Netflix, Headspace

5

What does it mean to allow ‘interest-based adverts’ when someone is using websites, apps and search engines?
a) It means people will see adverts that are based on their online activity.
b) It means I am allowing companies access my emails to learn about my interests
c) It means that people only see adverts they want to see

6

Is it possible for people to control and manage the interest-based adverts they
see?
a) Yes, it is quite easy
b) Yes, but it is very difficult
c) No, it is impossible

Quiz - answers
4

Which online platform do online adverts appear mostly?
a) Search engines like Google, Yahoo, Bing
b) Social media like TikTok, Instagram, Snapchat, Facebook
c) Apps like YouTube, Spotify, Netflix, Headspace

5

What does it mean to allow ‘interest-based adverts’ when someone is using websites, apps and search engines?
a) It means people will see adverts that are based on their online activity.
b) It means I am allowing companies access my emails to learn about my interests
c) It means that people only see adverts they want to see

6

Is it possible for people to control and manage the interest-based adverts they
see?
a) Yes, it is quite easy
b) Yes, but it is very difficult
c) No, it is impossible

Challenge
Have you seen this
icon before?
What do you think
it might represent?

Who is the EDAA?
The EDAA stands for the
European Interactive Digital
Advertising Alliance.

• EDAA provides the ‘AdChoices Icon’ to companies
involved in interest-based advertising in Europe
• Through youronlinechoices.eu, consumers can
learn more about - and manage - their online
advertising experience

The role of advertising in funding online content

Companies market their
products through online
adverts by paying
digital platforms for
online advertising space.

Some of the money
generated from
advertising can be used
to pay for digital platforms
and create new content.

Think about
the platforms
you use the
most. Have you
noticed adverts?

Data profiles and advertising
Part 1:
What search engines, apps and websites might a young person use over a weekend?

Browsing
the shops
online in
search of a
new jumper
Research
for English
homework

Did a
workout
using a
fitness app

Spent two
hours
gaming with
friends
Looked up
what was on in
the cinema
and read some
film reviews

Searched
online for
some new
headphones

Data profiles and advertising
Part 2:
What type of information might be in their online data profile?

Likes to travel

Is 16-18 years old
Follows influencers
Is into fitness

Camille’s data
profile
might include:

Likes gaming

Likes poetry
Likes to compete

Enjoys film
Interested in fashion
and online shopping

Likes listening
to music

Data profiles and advertising
Part 3:
What type of adverts might be shown?

• How effective (relevant and interesting to you)
do you think interest-based adverts are?
• Are there any benefits to interest-based adverts? If so,
what are they?
• What are the drawbacks of interest-based adverts if any?

Play the film

AdChoices – pair game
1

Cut up the cards.

2

Mix them up and place them facing down.

3

In pairs, take it in turns to turn over two cards.

4

If the cards match, you have the chance to win
them by explaining the image on the cards or
answering the question correctly.

5

If you win the cards, put them to one side and turn
over two new cards.

6

The person with the most sets at the end wins!

In summary...

Why might someone want to
manage the interest-based
adverts they see online?
How important do you think the
AdChoices icon is and why?

Why might someone not want
to manage the interest-based
adverts they see online?

Using the AdChoices icon & YourOnlineChoices website
• By clicking the AdChoices icon, you are
directed to an online portal.
• On this website, you can find out about
online advertising:
• How online advertising is used to
support the sites and services they use.
• How to manage your online ad
preferences: if they so wish, consumers
may ‘turn off’ interest-based advertising
by some or all companies.

